
F) The river flooded the field - 7 which flooded 
~ the field 

MATERIAL: 1) The boys ran down the road. 
2) A pony galloped in the pasture. 
3) The waves raced to shore. 
4) The ina.gazi ne fe 11 from the ~able 
5) The doctor examined the patients . 

DIRECTIONS: 1) Change the sentences in MATERIAL ~y using th~ 
word who, which or that in place of the underlined words in 
the sentences. Study GIVEN. 

CONCLUSION: 1) What can you sometimes do with words like who, 
which and that? 

2) How is who different from which and that? (Clue: 
Notice the kinds of words each of these words can replace). 

APPLICATION:l) Make up four sentences like those in MATERIAL. 

2) Now change them by using who, which, or that, 
like you did in DIRECTIONS. 

INTERCHANGE 

"Interchange", a place to respond to articles 
in MEJ, to expand, gloss, to offer your own 
insight, will be available to readers begin
ning Fall 1981. Comments by our readers of 

300 - 500 words should address an article 
appearing in a previous journal or state a 
concern, one of our readers might be able to 
address in a future article. However, 
"Interchange" is not a 'complaints' booth! 
Your comment must be accompanied by your 
name and address. The Editor reserves the 
right to accept or reject comments and to 
edit in ways that do not change the content. 
"Interchange" will have 1-4 pages, depending 
on the number of comments and the available 

space. Comments for Fall 81 should reach 
the Editor no later than September 15, 1981. 
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HOI~ SHOULD LISTENING BE TAUGHT? 
by Marlowe Ediger 

Two selected psychologies of education can apply to the 

teaching of listening. Good listeners can learn much content by 
listening carefully to the thinking of others, and teaching 
becomes more rewarding if learners listen attentively to on
going presentations. Less need exists for repeating directions, 
statements, and subject matter if pupils are proficient 
listeners. 
MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES AND THE LISTENING CURRICULut,; 

Precise objectives may be used to assist learners in improving 

listening skills. After instruction, pupil progress is meas
ured to detenr.ine whether each objective has or has not been 
attained. 

Measurably stated ends need to be written sequentially by the 
teacher in ascending order of complexity. A learner needs to 
achieve an objective with measurable certainty before working 
to achieve the next sequential goal. 

Learners ideally should experience success in achieving each 
objective. Careful attention, then, needs to be given to 
writing objectives which are attainable, neither too complex nor 
too simple. 

The following are examples of specific objectives involving 
listening: 

1. After listening to content in a cassette recording, the 
pupil will list in writing three facts and three opinions. 

2. The pupil will say, orally, three generalizations stated 
in a discussion. 

3. After listening to a set of directions, the pupil will 
follow these sequentially in preparing a food dish. 

The teacher needs to select a variety of learning activities 
to assist learners to achieve objectives. Each pupil needs to 
experience activities which are meaningful, interesting, and 

purposeful. After instruction, the teacher may then measure 
if an objective has been achieved before the next sequential 
goal is emphasized . 
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GENERAL OBJECTIVES AND THE LISTENING CURRICULUl1 
Some educators advocate open-ended goals in teaching pupils. 

Perhaps the most relevant learnings for pupils cannot be meas

ured. For example, it is difficult or impossible to measure in 

a precise manner interests possessed by learners. But a teacher, 
in general, may appraise ~1hether pupils are or are not inter

ested in learning. Another difficult area to appraise is 
learner motivation. A teacher cannot, by any means, measure 
precisely how much motivation a pupil has in learning. Further, 
one cannot measure purpose in learning. However, by observing 
pupils, the teacher can obtain generalized data on pupil pur

pose and motivation. 
General objectives do give direction as to which skills 

pupils need to develop in listening. Consider the following 

skills objectives: 
To develop within the pupil skill in listening to 
1. acquire facts, concepts, and generalizations. 

2. think critically and creatively. 
3. follow directions as well as to follow a sequence of 

ideas. 
To achieve desired general objectives, the teacher needs to 

select worthwhile learning activities for pupils. Pupil
teacher planning might also be utilized in choosing learning 

experiences. 
Ultimately, the teacher and pupils need to appraise achieve-

ment in the language arts curriculum. 
The teacher may evaluate the quality of listening experiences 

provided by reflecting upon the following questions: 
1. Did I select interesting experiences for pupils? 
2. Were the experiences understandable and meaningful 

to pupils? 
3. Were the activities purposeful for learners in the lis-

tening curriculum? 
4. vJas each pupil guided to a chi eve optimally? 
5. Did I emphasize rational balance among understandings, 

skills, and attitudinal goals? 
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6. here individual differences among pupils adequately pro
vided for? 

If activity centered procedures are used, pupils with teacher 

guidance may be involved in planning, implementing, and eval

uating diverse projects. Thus, listening experiences might be 

emphasized in the following activities involving project develop
ment: 

1. developing a mural, diorama, and individual pencil 
sketches. 

2. making models, objects, and replicas. 
3. engaging in processing experiences such as in making but

ter, ice cream, soap, and candles. 
4. participating in creative dramatics, formal dramatizations, 

and pantomimes. 
5. planning excursions and exhibits. 

Each pupil needs to achieve improved listening skills in an 
activity centered curriculum. Learners may then be guided to 

answer questions such as the following: 
1. Did I listen as carefully as possible to others in on

going activities and experiences? 

2. How might I improve personal listening skills? 
3. Did I assist other learners to increase their listening 

skills? 
IN SUMMARY 

Two psychologies of teaching listening are discussed in this 
paper. In the first psychology, the teacher might have learners 

sequentially achieve measurably stated objectives. After ap
propriate learning experiences have been provided, the teacher 

may measure whether a learner has or has not attained each 
measurable goal. If a pupil has been successful in achieving an 

objective, he or she may then achieve the next sequential ob
jective. The ends are arranged in ascending order of diffi

culty. An unsuccessful learner in goal achievement needs to 

have a modified teaching-learning strategy. 
In the second, general objectives are interpreted in terms 

of content pupils are to acquire in the listening curriculum. 
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Wtu1mg 1>Jt0f~ 1)~ 
. . . a new approach to the teaching of expo~itory writing 

at Grades 9-13 by nationally recognized educator, 
Dr. Richard M. Bossone 

e The Writing Proficiency Program (WPP) was 
designed to meet the needs of both students and 
teachers of composition. 

e Using a diagnostic-prescriptive appr_oach, !'PP's. 
two tests measure student problems 1n English skills 
as well as direct writing performance. 

e Instructional materials are organized in a 
convenient classroom kit that contains Teacher 
Resource Files, Student Activity Cards, Mastery 
Tests, a Teacher's Handbook, and a Cla:is Record 
Sheet - alt of which can be used for ln~1vldual: 
small group, classroom, or laboratory instruction. 

For further information about CTB/ McGraw-Hill's new writing prog ram, please 
fill out and retu rn the cou pon be low. 

Yes, I'd like more information on the Writing Proficiency Program! 

0 Please send me prices and more spec ific details on WPP 

0 Please have the nearest CTB/McGraw-Hill Evaluation Consultant contact me 
at the address or telephone number listed below. 

The TestiniJ Company 

Please return coupon to: Dr. John E. Laramy, 
CTB/McGraw- Hill , 1206 Sout h Third Street, Stillwater, MN 55082 

A photoco py of this coupon is acceptable. 
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These goals provide general direction as to what pupils are to 

learn. A variety of experiences should guide pupils in achiev
ing flexible ends . 

. ---------------------------------------------------------------1 
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CALL FOR PAPERS 

Minnesota English Journal announces its themes for 1981-82 
and issues a call 

Fall 1981 -
for papers. 

The Uses of English, manuscript dead

line September 15, 1981. What are the 
uses of English? 

: fit? Reading? ~iriting? Grammar? : 
I I 

: Literature? Usage. English and the real : 

Where does Listen i ng 

I I 

: !Jorld - Connections? : 
I I 

: l,Ji nter-Spri ng 1982 - Professional Concerns and the ; 
I I 

: Teacher of English, manuscript deadline : 
I I 

: January 15, 1981. What are the current : 
I I 

: concerns of teachers? !~hat about Li cen- : 
I I 

: sure, Censorship, In-service Training, : 
I I 

: Parental Involvement in Curriculum In- : 
I I 

: volvement, Class size, other items? : 
I I 

: HEJ encourages Minnesota Teachers to submit articles that : 
I I 

: attend to the stated themes. However, articles on any : 
I I 

: subject of interest to teachers of English; Language Arts, : 
I I 

: and Reading are welcome and will be read. : 
I I ----------------------------------------------------------------

ACCELERATED ENGLISH 

How Valid Are Our Assumptions? 

by Jean Vinton 

When we think of workin g ~,ith talented or gifted young people, 
we make several assumptions about the work, or about the young 

people themselves. Parts of these assumptions, based as they 

are on our experience with young people in general, are, of 

course, valid; parts, however, need to be examined closely. 

What we can do in our classrooms depends on a careful assessment 

of the characteristics of our students, and a careful assessment 
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